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Abstract 

This thesis is split into two distinct sections. The first describes the design of a testing setup for 

applying simulated earthquake loads to a timber beam-hanger connection, and the second 

evaluates the performance of beam-hanger connections under this loading protocol. 

 

Chapter 2 describes existing testing protocols for subjecting timber connections to cyclic loading. 

The specific details of the current research are then outlined, including the loading protocol to 

allow for the application of interstorey drifts, and the details of the two specific beam-hanger 

connections tested for this research (“dove tail” and “bolted plate”). The structural design of a 

testing frame is then described and the final product of a steel wide flange section, W460x128, 

with 10mm plates is detailed. A test was then completed to evaluate the performance of the new 

testing frame. It was determined that the frame performed adequately by ensuring that the 

deflections incurred during the loading are primarily experienced by the connections. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the laboratory testing of beam-hanger connections under applied interstorey 

drift deflections. The performance of the connectors was evaluated and it was determined that the 

Ricon Prototypes exhibited a combined tension and shear fracture of the collar bolts at an average 

shear of 210 kN and a rotation of 1.33°. The Megant connections failed due to combined tension 

and pull-out failure of the wood screws, and sustained higher shear, moments and rotations than 

the Ricon Prototype connections. The interstorey drift values at failure were also compared to the 

maximum interstorey drift value from the National Building Code of Canada (2.5%) and it was 

observed that the Megant 310x150 and 550x150 are the only connections that surpassed this 

value. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

Timber buildings have been built throughout North America for centuries. In the early-nineteenth 

century post-and-beam structures emerged as a common building method for industrial buildings 

across North America. This new style of design allowed for buildings to be assembled quickly 

and cost-effectively, which led to the use of heavy timber structures for all types of buildings 

across the continent. An additional advantage was their improved fire resistance (Heitz, 2016). 

 

There is increasing interest in using timber for modern construction due to its combination of 

aesthetics, structural performance, opportunity for innovation, constructability, and low carbon 

profile. Bernhard Gafner of the structural engineering firm Fast + Epp, states that in his firm’s 

experience, a mass timber project is approximately 25 percent faster to construct than a similar 

project in concrete (American Wood Council, 2016). Research has further shown that 

transitioning from steel and concrete construction to timber construction could reduce global 

carbon emissions by 14 to 31 percent (Chadwick et al., 2014). 

 

Currently, there are significant research and construction efforts to realize “tall” heavy-timber 

buildings. Examples in North America include a newly constructed residence building on the 

campus of the University of British Columbia, Brock Commons. Currently it is the tallest wood 

building in the world, at 18 storeys, and consists of cross-laminated-timber floors supported on 

glue-laminated wood columns (Hixson, UBC’s Brock Commons rises to the top, 2016 (b)). 

Additionally, Carbon 12 is an eighty-five foot tall, eight-storey, timber framed residential and 
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commercial project constructed in Portland, Oregon (Hilburg, 2017). It is currently the tallest 

wood building in the United States and includes a structural system comprised of glulam columns 

and beams with cross-laminated timber floor decking and shear walls. Furthermore, in Europe, 

the push for tall heavy-timber buildings is ongoing. Stadthaus was recently built in London and, 

at the time, was the tallest timber residential structure in the world (Waughl et al., 2010). The 

nine-storey building was the first of this height to have load bearing walls, floors, and cores made 

entirely from timber. Prior to the completion of Brock Commons, the tallest wood building in the 

world was the 14-storey Treet tower in Norway. Completed in 2016, Treet's total height is 52.8 

metres and it includes 550 cubic metres of glulam (Hixson, 2016 (a)). 

 

One of the important design considerations for any tall building is earthquake resistance. When 

designing lateral load resisting systems, there are two main strategies to achieve acceptable 

performance during earthquakes: designing for strength or ductility. During an earthquake, 

buildings must be able to accommodate horizontal displacements without losing structural 

integrity and, therefore, ductile designs are crucial, especially for regions susceptible to large or 

frequent earthquakes.  

 

Timber has a high strength-to-weight ratio, which makes it ideal for earthquake-resistant 

construction. Additionally, timber shows little degradation of strength or stiffness under cyclic 

loading and buildings constructed with it have high damping (Duggal, 2007). However, despite 

these advantages, timber has a relatively brittle failure mechanism. A timber beam will deflect 

significantly under load, but when it actually begins to fail it will rupture abruptly. This is a 

failure mode that is not desirable for safety. This can be addressed through connections 

specifically designed to yield rather than fail in a brittle manner. With careful design, it can be 
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ensured that the connections will yield prior to failure of the timber members, providing safety for 

occupants. 

 

One of the increasing trends for connections to satisfy this need for ductility are pre-engineered 

“beam-hanger” connection systems, such as the Ricon® connections manufactured by KNAPP. 

These proprietary systems are advantageous because they allow for pre-installation in a controlled 

environment and have standardized load ratings. This allows for quicker and easier design and 

installation on site, both leading to a shorter project timeline overall. Additionally, they can be 

installed embedded into the wood, creating an aesthetically pleasing connection that also provides 

greater fire protection than a visible connection.  

 

These connections often use self-tapping screws to attach the connection plates to the end grain of 

the timber members. Self-tapping screws possess higher strengths than typical wood screws and 

are specifically designed to enable easier installation. They incorporate a small core diameter with 

larger threads designed to cut into the material as they are driven in, leading to a high withdrawal 

resistance. They have an improved shank cutter which reduces clogging and friction during 

installation, and also reduces splitting of the timber (Gehloff, 2011). They also have a higher 

tensile strength than typical wood screws (>800 MPa). The self-tapping tip eliminates the need to 

pre-drill a hole and reduces drive-in torques, making the installation quick and easy. In addition 

to providing a method of fastening connectors, self-tapping screws are ideal for reinforcing wood 

due to the above mentioned qualities, as well as the fact that they are available in long and 

varying lengths (up to 800mm).  

 

Wood is a cellular organic material made up primarily of cellulose, which comprises the 

structural units (cells) and lignin, which bonds the structural units together. Wood cells are 
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hollow and vary from about 1.0 to 8.4 mm in length and from 0.01 to 0.084 mm in diameter 

(American Institute of Timber Construction, 2005). Due to this cellular structure, wood is an 

anisotropic material, meaning it has different properties depending on orientation. Generally 

wood exhibits three axes of symmetry: longitudinal, radial, and tangential. Typically sawn wood 

members are oriented with their long dimension parallel to the longitudinal face, or parallel to the 

grain. The other axes are not specifically oriented during the sawing process, and therefore the 

direction perpendicular to the grain is a combination of properties from the radial and tangential 

directions. Due to this anisotropic property, wood has inherent weakness in the “perpendicular-to-

grain” direction. In many mass timber design applications, it is required to reinforce the timber in 

the perpendicular to grain direction to avoid splitting or crushing of the member.  

 

An issue facing users of any new proprietary connection system is that guidelines are often not 

available in design codes. Testing will be carried out by each individual manufacturer in order to 

determine the structural performance of their products. Sufficient testing can be used to certify 

systems by, for example, the Canadian Construction Materials Centre (CCMC) and thereby 

implement them into the relevant code(s). Once the codes include specifications for these 

connections, it is much easier for engineers to utilize them in their structural design.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

The use of beam-hanger connections for mass timber construction has been popular in Europe 

since the mid nineteenth century, and there is increasing interest in North America. The ease of 

installation and design, combined with the aesthetic properties and potential for earthquake 

resistance, are reasons engineers and architects are interested in these systems. However, there is 

a significant lack of scientific data available within published literature on the performance of 

beam-hanger connectors under simulated earthquake loading and this needs to be addressed to 
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enable engineers to utilize these systems. Cyclic testing needs to be carried out on beam-hangers 

to determine strength properties and performance under all varieties of setup and loading 

conditions. The scope of this thesis is to add to the beam-hanger literature in order to enable the 

implementation of these systems in structural design. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this thesis are to: 

1. Evaluate the existing testing procedures and setups for cyclic loading of timber 

connections and determine an appropriate method for testing beam-hangers under this 

loading. 

2. Design and fabricate a testing apparatus to apply interstorey drift deformations to beam-

hanger connections. 

3. Evaluate the behavior of “dove tail” and “bolted plate” beam-hanger connections under 

cyclic loading. Specifically, the failure modes and moment-rotation performance will be 

investigated, and measured interstorey drifts at failure will be compared to code 

requirements. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is presented in manuscript format. This section outlines the scope of each chapter. 

 

Chapter 2 address Objectives 1 and 2. It presents a literature review of existing testing protocols 

for timber connections under simulated earthquake loading. The specific connections to be tested 

for this thesis are then described and the requirements for this research are presented. Lastly, the 

analysis and design of a new testing frame to meet these requirements is provided, and its 

performance is evaluated. 
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Chapter 3 addresses Objective 3. It presents the assessment of the shear and rotational capacities 

of beam-hanger connections under cyclic loading. Three tests on Ricon Prototype connections, 

one on a staggered Ricon S VS connection and three on varying sizes of Megant connections 

were completed. The performance of these connections is discussed and then compared to the 

interstorey drift limits in the National Building Code of Canada. Lastly, the findings are 

compared to recent studies on similar connections. 

 

Chapter 4 summarizes the findings of this research and provides suggestions for possible future 

work in this research area. 
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Chapter 2 

Design of a Testing Apparatus for Applying Simulated Earthquake 

Loads to Timber Beam-Hanger Connections 

2.1 Introduction 

On the west coast of North America, and in various other regions around the world, tall wood 

buildings may be subject to significant dynamic loading due to earthquakes. Earthquake loading 

imposes an interstorey drift that will cause typical timber post and beam connections to 

experience additional stresses as a result of the combination of the gravity load and the rotation of 

the beams against the post. Since the connection will have to resist the gravity load while a major 

loading event such as an earthquake occurs, testing is required to prove that the connection at 

major structural members can satisfy these demands.  

 

In order to determine the most practical method for evaluating the performance of beam-hanger 

connections under cyclic loading, it is beneficial to review the current literature regarding the 

existing testing strategies for timber connections under simulated earthquake loading.  

 

Popovski et al. (2002) evaluated the performance of timber connections under quasi-static cyclic 

loading. Connections utilizing steel bolts and glulam rivets in several configurations were 

investigated. This research was completed before a standard was established for cyclic testing of 

timber connections and a testing protocol was therefore created to apply the cyclic deflections. 

The protocol involved determining the average yield deformation (Δy) from monotonic testing of 

the connections. The applied deformations for the cyclic testing were then set to multiples of this 

average yield deformation: 0.5 Δy, 1.0 Δy, 0.5 Δy, 1.5 Δy, 1.0 Δy, 2 Δy, 1.5 Δy, 2.5 Δy, 3 Δy, 3.5 
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Δy, 4 Δy, 4.5 Δy, 5 Δy, 5.5 Δy, 6 Δy, 7 Δy, 8 Δy, 9 Δy, 10 Δy, and 12 Δy. Sets of three cycles at 

the same deformation were completed for each step in order to account for the strength 

degradation when a connection is repeatedly loaded to the same deformation level. The cyclic 

protocol utilized a constant frequency with one full cycle being completed in 10 seconds. 

 

Lam et al. (2010) evaluated the performance of bolted beam-to-column timber connections under 

monotonic and reverse-cyclic loading. Tests were completed on unreinforced connections and 

connections reinforced with self-tapping screws to determine the reinforcement effect on the 

moment-resisting capacity. A displacement controlled cyclic testing protocol developed by the 

Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) was followed for 

these tests. The test setup included the column member placed horizontally on the ground and 

fixed in place with the beam connected to the top side of the column and oriented vertically. 

Deflections were applied horizontally at the end of the beam member. No other loading was 

incorporated in the testing. 

 

Wang et al. (2015) examined the performance of bolted beam-to-column connections under 

monotonic and reversed cyclic loading to evaluate the moment-rotational angle relationship. 

Experiments were completed with glulam, glulam reinforced with self-tapping screws, and cross 

laminated timber specimens. The cyclic testing protocol used was again the displacement 

controlled protocol created by the CUREE. The test setup was very similar to that used by Lam et 

al. (2010) and also did not incorporate any additional loading to the cyclic displacements. 

 

MyTiCon Timber Connectors (2016) evaluated the performance of beam-hanger connections 

under interstorey drift loading. Two different sizes of Ricon S VS connectors were tested under 

cyclic loading. The testing protocol consisted of a modified version of the protocol developed by 
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the CUREE to allow for the applied deflections to correspond to interstorey drift values instead of 

a percentage of maximum expected deflection. The test setup consisted of a glulam post that was 

fixed horizontally to the floor of the testing laboratory with a glulam beam connected to the side 

of the post and oriented horizontally. The cyclic displacements were then applied horizontally at 

the end of the beam. Additionally, static loads were applied horizontally near the interface of the 

post and beam to simulate gravity loading of the connection. 

2.1.1 Objectives 

As the above literature indicates, various testing programs of bolted connections under simulated 

earthquake loading has been completed. However, there is a lack of research and testing on the 

performance of pre-engineered beam-hanger connections Since the CUREE loading protocol was 

developed, it has become the standard cyclic loading protocol for timber connections. The 

literature also shows that researchers typically apply the cyclic deflections to the beam member 

while keeping the column member fixed in place. Furthermore, in the majority of studies, loads to 

simulate gravity loading have not been included. 

 

The scope of the remainder of this chapter is to evaluate the existing testing procedures and 

setups for cyclic loading of timber connections and to determine a method for testing beam-

hangers under this loading. Specifically, the testing parameters for this research will be discussed 

and the design of a testing frame to accommodate these requirements will be completed. A 

practice test for evaluating the test frame will then be conducted. 

2.2 Requirements of Testing 

Previous testing (MyTiCon Timber Connectors, 2016) has examined the structural performance 

of proprietary timber connectors subjected to simulated earthquake loading. The current research 
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focuses on connectors that are 65% larger, which require a larger test set-up to accommodate 

them. Specifically, beams 762 mm (30”) tall, 216 mm (8.5”) wide and 1524 mm (5’) long in 

combination with columns (216 mm (8.5”) by 362 mm (14.25”), 1220 mm (4’) in length) were 

needed to accommodate the size of connectors being tested. The testing frame needed to be 

sufficiently stiff to minimize deflections and to ensure the connections experienced the intended 

interstorey drift. Additionally, the testing apparatus needed to be able to accommodate an applied 

shear load on the specimen near the connection to simulate gravity loading.  

2.3 Loading 

The objective of this research is to examine the structural behavior of beam-hanger style timber 

connections under simulated earthquake loading. In the timber research community, the loading 

scheme developed by the Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering 

(CUREE) is the standard. It was developed as part of the CUREE-Caltech Woodframe Project 

and begins with a sequence of small amplitude cycles intended to address the cumulative damage 

from small tremors that are then followed by larger amplitude cycles increasing until failure. 

Each cycle begins with a “primary cycle”, or a deflection equal to 133% of the following cycle. 

All cycles are symmetric and deformation control should be used to apply the load throughout the 

experiment (Krawinkler et al., 2001). A plot of this CUREE loading is depicted in CUREE 

publication W-13 (Gatto & Uang, 2002) and is shown in Figure 2.1. 

  

This CUREE loading scheme utilizes applied deflections based on a percentage of the maximum 

deflection of the specimen observed during monotonic testing. However, for this research, it is 

desired to apply deflections that correspond to interstorey drifts. This is because the deflection 

parameter that best represents the potential for structural and non-structural damage is interstorey 
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(2.1) 

deflection, also known as interstorey drift (NBCC, 2015). Therefore the loading scheme needed 

to be modified to instead focus on interstorey drifts (MyTiCon Timber Connectors, 2016).  

Interstorey drifts were converted into deflections to be applied to the end of the beam:  

𝛥𝐵 =  [𝑡𝑎𝑛 (90° − 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝐻𝑆

(
𝐼𝐷

100
)(𝐻𝑆)

))] (𝐿) 

where ΔB = Required Beam Deflection (mm), HS = Height of the storey (mm), ID = Interstorey 

Drift to be Applied (%), L = Length of the beam (mm).  

 

Additionally, due to the limitations of the controller to be used to apply the deflections, the single 

peak deflections in between loading cycles were not applied. Figure 2.2 shows the modified 

testing scheme. Removing the single peak deflections may have some impact on the highest 

“sustained” interstorey drift that a connector can accommodate, since the peak displacements 

have the potential to cause failure before reaching a new step in the interstorey drift. 

2.4 Connections 

This section will describe the connections tested for this research. All connections were provided 

by the manufacturer/distributer (Knapp/MyTiCon) and were installed as per their guidelines. All 

connections were mounted “visible” instead of “embedded” (see Figure 2.3) for ease of 

installation and to allow the evolution of the failure mechanisms to be observed. However, as 

described in Section 2.5, additional measures were taken to more closely simulate the behaviour 

expected for an embedded connection. Embedded installation means the connectors are installed 

in a counter-sunk slot in the end of the beam so that the end of the beam is flush with the face of 

the column.  Embedded installation is used in building applications for aesthetics and fire 

protection.  
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Figure 2.4 shows an example of a Megant connection. The Megant connections are manufactured 

from machined aluminum plates and incorporate stainless steel threaded rods (1, 2, or 3 

depending on connection size) to hold the two connection plates together. They utilize a varying 

number of inclined 45° fully threaded wood screws, depending on connection size. The screws 

are 8x160 ASSY® VG CSK, and four are perpendicular to the plate setting screws for ease of 

installation.  

 

Figure 2.5 shows an example of the Ricon S VS connector. The Ricon S VS connections are 

manufactured from mild steel with a welded collar bolt. They incorporate perpendicular to plate 

ASSY® VG CSK screws. The Ricon S VS connections utilize a varying number of 10x100mm 

screws for the column connection plate, and 10x200mm for the beam connection plate.  

 

Figure 2.6 shows an example of the Ricon Prototype connection. The Ricon Prototypes include 

the same connection plate as the Ricon S VS connectors, but with an additional welded bearing 

block. This bearing block incorporates three additional perpendicular to plate screws plus two 

inclined 45° screws. The column connection plate requires 25-10x100mm ASSY® VG CSK 

Screws, plus three 10x100mm ASSY® VG CSK and two 10x260mm ASSY® VG CSK Screws 

with machined heads for the bearing block. The beam connection plate requires 25-10x200mm 

ASSY® VG CSK Screws, plus three 10x200mm ASSY® VG CSK and two 10x530mm ASSY® 

VG CSK Screws with machined heads for the bearing block. 

2.5 Specimen Reinforcement 

The beams and connectors were reinforced with self-tapping wood screws similar to real timber 

connections. Figure 2.7 shows typical locations of this reinforcement. The purpose of the 
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reinforcement is to prevent splitting or bearing failure of the timber before the connector itself 

fails. 

 

Compression reinforcement was installed in the beam at the location of the applied shear load to 

prevent crushing of the timber. Four 10x180mm ASSY® VG CSK screws were used. 

Additionally, a steel compression plate was inserted between the shear ram and the timber beam 

to assist in distributing these crushing forces. Splitting reinforcement was also included in the 

beam for specific connections, as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Two 10x530mm and 

two 10x650mm ASSY® VG CSK Screws were used for the Staggered Ricon and Megant 

310x150 test respectively. 

 

Two 10x400mm ASSY® VG CYL screws were used for all connections to strengthen against 

uplift forces. Additionally, a cross laminated timber (CLT) panel was attached above the top of 

the connection to both the beam and column members to simulate CLT flooring in real world 

applications. The CLT was fastened to the specimens with four 10x200 ECO screws. Plywood 

was inserted between the column and beam above and below the connection to simulate the 

connection being installed embedded (as previously defined in Figure 2.3) 

2.6 Timber 

The beam and column glulam was Douglas-Fir/Larch stress grade of 20f-E, manufactured as per 

CSA O122-16. Additionally, the glulam was industrial appearance grade, with one coat of shop 

sealer applied on all surfaces and two coats on the ends. Sansin KP-11 was used for the shop 

sealer. 
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2.7 Structural Design of Test Setup 

In order to perform the desired testing, a new testing frame was required. The column needed to 

support the desired loading and also be sufficiently stiff to minimize deflection. This section 

outlines the design process that was undertaken and the resulting testing frame that was 

manufactured for this research. Figure 2.8 shows a model of the steel column of the testing frame. 

A swivel was additionally designed to allow the actuator to transfer the earthquake loading to the 

test specimens. 

2.7.1 Testing Frame 

The first step for design was identifying the loading that would be experienced by the testing 

frame. To do this, a conservative estimate of the loads incurred during interstorey drift loading of 

connections was established. The shear loads to be applied to the connections were known and 

were based on the allowable design shear resistance of each connector. The maximum of these 

loads was 380kN for the Megant 550x150 connector. To simplify the design, the hydraulic ram 

used to apply the load reacted against the strong floor of the lab. Therefore, although this load 

simulates “gravity loading”, all the connections needed to be mounted upside down so that the 

gravity loading was applied in the proper direction with respect to the connectors.   

 

Estimates of the loads occurring during the simulated earthquake loading were made, recognizing 

that loads would be applied in both directions. When the actuator is pushing in the same direction 

as the shear load, the force applied to the beam specimen is much lower than when it has to work 

against the shear load. Therefore, the critical design condition occurs when the actuator is pushing 

against the shear ram, or in the direction of uplift. 
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Once this loading condition was known, and the loads were estimated, static analysis of the frame 

was done to convert the loads into reaction forces. These forces were solved for in terms of 

vertical and horizontal loads and moments at the base of the column. In addition to approximate 

hand calculations, a model was created in SAP2000 to calculate deflections. 

 

Using the reaction forces, the structural design of the testing frame could be undertaken. The first 

step was determining the section for the column of the frame. Initially, a hollow structural section 

(HSS) was investigated due to the ease of installation and availability, and relatively low cost 

from the steel fabricator. The largest standard HSS, 305x305x13, was determined to be strong 

enough to support the loads with a capacity of combined bending and compression almost two 

times the loading. However, the deflection of the section under the loading was determined to be 

12mm at the top of the column, which is more than the desired deflection limit of height divided 

by 300 (= 6.8 mm).  

 

Therefore, a wide flange I-section was investigated to attempt to minimize this deflection. The 

section determined to be strong enough to support the loads was a W610x153, with a capacity of 

combined bending and compression one and a quarter times the loading. The deflections were 

calculated to be a more acceptable 5mm at the top of the column. This section would have been 

adequate to choose for the testing frame, however, due to the large size and resulting weight of 

the section, it was decided that it would be too expensive. In order to lower this cost, a smaller 

wide-flange section with plates welded to the flanges was investigated. The section calculated to 

be strong enough to support the loads was a W460x128 with 10mm plates, which had a capacity 

of combined bending and compression of more than one and three quarters times the loading. The 

deflections were calculated to be an acceptable 6mm. Therefore, this section was chosen for the 

column. 
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Once the column section was chosen, all the additional pieces of the testing frame needed to be 

designed. Figure 2.9 shows the additional sections discussed below. To design these, the loading 

was converted into additional support reactions at specific locations in order to compare to the 

capacities of the various pieces.  

 

The design checks that were undertaken were: 

 Bending and shear for the angles securing the top and bottom of wood column. 

o Additionally the bending of the leg of these angles as a plate was checked. 

o The gusset plates on these angles were also investigated to see what additional 

capacity they could provide. 

 Tension of the bolt securing the top angle to the steel column. 

 Tension of the tie rod securing the wood column to the steel column. 

o The shear and bending of the sections anchoring these tie rods to the column 

were also checked. 

 Bending of the base plate 

 Bending and shear of the HSS sections used to attach the testing frame to four additional 

floor anchors 

 Tension of the floor anchor bolts 

 Additionally the following welds were checked for capacity: 

o From the bottom angle to the steel column 

o From the column to the base plate 

o For the 10mm plates connecting the flanges 
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Of these design checks, two were determined to be the governing for the test setup. First, the 

bending of the angles above and below the timber column was a governing limit state. These 

short angle sections transfer all of the load taken by the connection from the timber column to the 

steel column. It was determined that L360x250x25 angles were required to support the loads, and 

the investigation of the bottom leg as a plate confirmed that this section was adequate. This is not 

a standard angle size as it is larger than what is readily available, but it was required to ensure the 

timber column would be secure. The other limiting design check was for the floor anchor bolts. 

The anchors installed in the floor of the laboratory were determined to have a capacity of only 

180kN in tension. Four anchor bolts would not be sufficient to transfer the loads to the floor while 

remaining under this capacity and, therefore, HSS sections were placed on top of the base plate to 

allow the section to be attached to more anchors. Now instead of four floor anchor bolts, eight 

could be used. This allowed the loads transferred to remain under the tension capacity of the floor 

anchors. The anchor bolts were then torqued to just below this capacity once the test set up was in 

place to ensure that all the bolts would remain in tension throughout the testing. 

2.7.2 Swivel 

The design of a swivel head to attach to the actuator was also required to allow for the earthquake 

loads to be transferred to the test specimens. Multiple alternatives were considered to effectively 

transfer the loads, as seen in Figure 2.10. Two options were further considered (Figure 2.10 (b) 

and (d)), including drilling a hole through the end of the member and then inserting a steel rod for 

the beam to rotate about. However, these options were not ideal as the beams were to be reused 

with the ends switched and this hole could potentially interfere with the attachment of the 

connector. Instead, a custom steel connector branching out from the end of the beam was 

designed (Figure 2.10 (c). This steel arm would then have a swivel at the end that could be 

attached to the actuator head. This alternative provided an acceptable solution to the problem, 
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however it would have been expensive and complicated to manufacture. Due to this, a fourth 

option was created (Figure 2.10 (a). It involved a sleeve for the beam to sit into that could then 

swivel from the actuator head. This alternative was selected due to the ease of fabrication, lower 

cost than the previous option, and estimated effectiveness for the desired application. A 3D model 

of the swivel alternative chosen is shown in Figure 2.11.  

 

Once the form for the swivel was determined, design checks were completed to ensure the 

different components of the swivel could sustain the loading. The side plates and rod that allow 

for the swivel to rotate were the focus of this design as they were determined to be the most 

critical sections. Both the steel plates and rod were determined to be adequate in bending, tension, 

and shear. Once the dimensions for all the parts were selected, careful co-ordination with the 

manufacturer during fabrication ensured the accuracy of the final product. 

2.8 Test Specifications 

There were a total of seven tests as part of this testing program. Three Megant connections, 

310x150, 520x100 and 550x150, three repetitions of the Ricon Prototypes (330x80), and lastly a 

test on two Ricon S VS 290x80 connectors installed staggered.  

 

For all seven tests, the earthquake deflections were applied using a servo-hydraulic test system. A 

2000kN load cell with a 2mV/V output and 10 V excitation was implemented with an MTS 407 

controller. The controller was then paired with a Vishay Micro-Measurement System 7000 data 

acquisition (DA) system to record the load and stroke of the actuator, which has an accuracy of 

±10mV, providing a load accuracy of ± 2kN.  Additionally, the shear loads were applied using a 

manually controlled hydraulic pump and piston and measured using a pressure transducer. The 

data was scanned and recorded once every tenth of a second for these tests. 
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The deflections were measured with 100 mm linear position transducers (LPs). The precision of 

the LPs is 0.1 mm due to the accuracy of the DA system. However this precision is based on the 

LPs being mounted perfectly perpendicular and on a smooth surface, therefore the overall 

accuracy of the LPs was limited to a precision of 0.4 mm. This accuracy was verified by taking an 

object of a known thickness and measuring it with each of the LPs prior to each test. 

Additionally, a 300 mm string potentiometer (SP) was used where the deflection was expected to 

be greater than 100 mm. 

 

Figure 2.12 shows the LP and SP locations on the test set up. A total of 10 LPs were used for the 

first two tests. LPs 1 and 2 measured the vertical deflection of the beam member in order for the 

potential bending to be observed. LPs 3 to 6 measured the horizontal deflection at the four 

corners of the beam so that the rotation experienced at the connection could be determined. LPs 7 

and 8 were used to measure the horizontal deflection of the steel HSS sections that were used to 

secure the timber column to the steel testing frame. LP 9 measured the horizontal deflection of 

the top of the steel testing frame. LP 10 measured the vertical deflection of the base plate for the 

testing frame. After the first two tests LPs 7 to 10 were removed from the testing frame. LP 7 was 

then used to measure the vertical deflection of the top of the beam next to the connection. Lastly, 

a SP was used to measure the vertical deflection at the end of the beam in the swivel. 

2.9 Initial Test 

Due to the novelty of the test set up, it was determined that it would be useful to run a practice 

test to evaluate the effectiveness of the set up design. As mentioned above, LPs 7 to 10 were set 

up on the testing frame to measure deflections. Since the connections being used for the actual 

testing were proprietary and only so many connectors were available, it was decided that a more 

readily available alternative should be utilized for the practice test. White pine was selected for 
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the timber due to its availability and low cost from the supplier. The beam and column members 

were chosen to be the same size, 216 mm x 362 mm, leading to a much shorter beam section to 

save cost. The lengths were then selected as the same as the actual testing, 1220 mm column and 

1524 mm beam. The connection was chosen as a single Ricon S VS 290x80. The shear capacity 

reported by the manufacturer of this connection is 75 kN. 

 

Due to the significant differences in this practice test the results of the load, stroke and deflection 

measurements are less important from this test. What is worth examining was the recorded 

deflections of the LPs mounted to the testing frame. LPs 7, 8, and 10 experienced virtually no 

deflection (<0.1mm) which indicates that the horizontal constraint of the timber column is 

working properly and that the base plate does not experience vertical lifting which is encouraging 

for the performance of the frame. LP 9 recorded a maximum deflection of < 0.7mm. This 

deflection was higher due to it being located at the location of expected maximum deflection on 

the testing frame; however, it is a negligible deflection. 

2.10 Evaluation of Testing Procedure 

In order to further evaluate the design of the testing frame, LPs 7 to 10 were left in place for the 

first two tests to check deflection of the frame under higher loads. For the Staggered Ricon test 

LPs 7, 8, and 10 experienced a maximum deflection of < 0.25mm leading to the same conclusions 

as the practice test. LP 9 underwent a maximum deflection of < 2mm. This is again higher than 

the other three LPs, but still a small deflection. For the Megant 520x100 test LPs 7, 8, and 10 

underwent a maximum deflection of < 0.15 mm and LP 9 a maximum deflection of < 2 mm. 

Again, the same conclusions were made as the practice test and the Staggered Ricon test. 
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The LP’s on the testing frame were then removed for the rest of the tests because it was 

determined that movement was small enough to not require continued observation. The 2 mm 

deflection over the height of the testing frame results in a rotation of 0.06. The ratio of deflection 

over height is equivalent to L/990 or almost three times lower than the allowable deflection 

requirement for typical structural design.  

 

Considering the complexity of the setup, the test ran smoothly and provides the required data for 

this research while ensuring that the majority of the loads are applied to the connection. 

2.11 Summary 

To summarize the conclusions of this chapter: 

1. It was determined that a new test set up would need to be designed to allow for the 

earthquake loading to be applied in a vertical orientation and also allow for the 

desired gravity loads to be applied. 

2. The complete structural design of the testing frame was completed and concluded 

with the manufacturing of a steel testing frame with a column section of a W460x128 

with 10mm plates welded between the flanges. 

3. A practice test was completed and, in combination with the measurements of 

displacement of the testing frame throughout the first two tests, it was concluded that 

the set up performed as intended. 
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Figure 2.1: Standard earthquake loading from CUREE-Caltech Woodframe Project (Gatto 

& Uang, 2002) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Interstorey drift loading 
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Figure 2.3: Connection installation alternatives 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Megant connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 
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Figure 2.5: Ricon S VS connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Ricon Prototype connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 
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Figure 2.7: Specimen reinforcement 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Model of steel testing frame 
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Figure 2.9: Additional sections for testing frame 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Swivel design alternatives 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 2.11: Swivel final design 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Displacement measurement locations 
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Chapter 3 

Evaluation of the Interstorey Drift Performance of Timber              

Beam-Hanger Connections 

3.1 Introduction 

Timber construction is gaining popularity for buildings of all types around the world. Recently 

completed projects such as Brock Commons in British Columbia, Carbon 12 in Oregon, and Treet 

Tower in Norway show the international desire to build tall structures from timber (Mass Timber 

Code Coalition, 2018). Specifically along the west coast of North America, this new trend in 

building design faces a major design challenge: seismic resistance. Like other areas around the 

world where abundant fault lines occur, structures in seismic areas must be designed for the 

frequent and powerful earthquakes that occur in these regions. Specifically for timber, an 

important element of a seismically resilient building is the careful design of the connection 

systems. These connections must be able to sustain the loading from earthquake while also 

supporting the gravity loading from occupancy and material weight. 

 

Pre-engineered beam-hanger connection systems are among the more popular timber connectors. 

These proprietary connectors are available in a huge array of styles and capacities, and allow the 

designer the freedom to select the best alternative for each specific project. These connection 

systems are also advantageous in comparison to bolted or nailed timber connections because they 

allow for pre-installation and have standardized load ratings, both of which allow for quicker and 

easier design and installation on site, leading to a shorter project timeline overall. They can be 

installed embedded into the wood, which provides improved fire protection and aesthetics.   
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There is, however, currently a significant lack of scientific data available in the published 

literature on the performance of beam-hanger connectors under simulated earthquake loading. 

Certainly there is lack of guidelines in current Canadian design codes (CSA O86-14), and as a 

result, manufacturers will conduct their own laboratory testing to evaluate the performance of 

their proprietary products. Overtime this could lead to design guidelines which will allow easier 

use of these products for engineers 

 

Cyclic testing needs to be carried out on beam-hangers to determine their performance under 

seismic loading. Popovski et al. (2002) evaluated the performance of steel bolt and glulam rivet 

timber connections under quasi-static cyclic loading. Multiples of the average yield deformation 

(Δy) from monotonic testing were applied during cyclic testing. Since this work, a testing 

protocol developed by the Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering 

(CUREE) has become the standard for simulated earthquake loading for timber structures. It 

begins with a sequence of small amplitude cycles intended to simulate small tremors that are then 

followed by larger amplitude cycles increasing until failure. All cycles are symmetric and applied 

under deformation control (Krawinkler et al., 2001). Lam et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2015) 

investigated the performance of bolted beam-to-column timber connections under cyclic loading 

applied on the basis of this CUREE cyclic protocol. MyTiCon Timber Connectors (2016) 

examined the performance of beam-hanger connections under interstorey drift loading using a 

modified version of the CUREE loading protocol. 

3.1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this chapter are to: 
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1. Evaluate the performance of two styles of beam-hanger connection systems, namely 

“dove tail” and “bolted plate”, when subjected to interstorey drifts that simulate 

earthquake loading. 

2. Observe the evolution of damage and the failure modes for the two styles of 

connection systems while subjected to simulated earthquake loading. 

3. Compare the moment-rotational behaviour of the two styles on connection systems. 

4. Compare the interstorey drift performance of the two styles of connection systems to 

National Building Code of Canada requirements. 

3.2 Materials 

From the two styles of connection systems, three types of beam-hanger connections were 

examined for testing. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the Megant connector, manufactured by 

KNAPP, which is a “bolted plate” connection. It is made of machined aluminum plates and 

incorporates stainless steel threaded rods to connect the plates. Inclined 45° 8x160 ASSY® VG 

CSK fully threaded self-tapping screws then connect the plates to the beam and column members. 

Three sizes of Megant connectors, 520x100, 310x150, and 550x150, were tested. 

 

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the Ricon S VS connector, also manufactured by KNAPP, which 

is made of mild steel plates with a welded collar bolt and can be classified as a “dove tail” 

connection. Each plate of the connector is attached to the wood members using perpendicular-to-

plate ASSY® VG CSK fully threaded self-tapping screws. The Ricon S VS connections utilize 

10x100mm screws for the column connection plate, and 10x200mm for the beam connection 

plate. One size of Ricon S VS, 290x80, was tested with two connectors installed in a staggered 

orientation. This installation orientation, shown in Figure 3.3, is advantageous because it allows 
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for double the capacity of a single Ricon S VS in a more slender and economical beam design 

than simply installing two connectors beside each other. 

 

Figure 3.4: Ricon Prototype connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors)Figure 3.4 

shows an example of the Ricon Prototype connector, which is a variation on the Ricon S VS 

connection system that was created by MyTiCon Timber Connectors to provide potentially 

improved performance under seismic loads. The prototype includes the same connection plate as 

the Ricon S VS connectors, but with an additional welded bearing block which allows for the 

addition of three additional perpendicular to plate, and two 45° inclined, ASSY® VG CSK fully 

threaded wood screws. The column connection plate utilizes 10x100mm and 10x260mm screws 

and the beam connection plate utilizes 10x200mm and 10x530mm screws.  

3.2.1 Timber 

The timber beam and column specimens that were connected using these systems for testing were 

Douglas-Fir/Larch glued-laminated timber (glulam), of stress grade of 20f-E. The glulam was 

manufactured as per CSA standard for structural glued-laminated timber (O122-16).  

3.2.2 Specimen Reinforcement 

The specimens for this testing were reinforced to simulate real world timber connections. Figure 

3.5 shows typical locations of this reinforcement. The purpose of this reinforcement is to prevent 

splitting or bearing failure of the timber before the connector itself fails. Self-tapping wood 

screws were used for compression reinforcement in the beam members, splitting reinforcement of 

the beam members at the connection, and to reinforce the connections for uplift loading. Four 

10x180mm ASSY® VG CSK, two of either 10x530mm or 10x650mm ASSY® VG CSK, and 

two 10x400mm ASSY® VG CYL screws were used for this reinforcement. A steel compression 
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plate was used to provide extra protection against bearing failure at the location of the applied 

shear load. Plywood was inserted in between the beam and column specimens above and below 

the connection to simulate the connection being installed embedded into the glulam members. 

3.3 Testing Frame and Loading Scheme 

The tests were conducted in the structures laboratory of Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario. 

The testing frame used was designed and manufactured specifically for this testing, and is 

described in detail in Chapter 2. Figure 3.6  and Figure 3.7 show the general set up for the testing, 

which includes a steel reaction frame to support the glulam column, a vertically placed servo-

hydraulic test system at the end of the beam member, and a vertically placed manually controlled 

hydraulic pump to apply shear loads near the location of the connection. The servo-hydraulic 

system had a maximum loading capacity of 2000kN and a total stroke range of 500mm and the 

manual hydraulic ram had a loading capacity of 700kN and a stroke limit of 300mm. Although 

the applied shear load was to simulate gravity loading, it had to be applied from the ground up. 

Therefore, the connections were mounted upside down so that the simulated gravity loading 

would be in the correct orientation. The servo-hydraulic actuator was attached to the glulam beam 

member by a specially designed steel swivel to allow for rotation throughout the testing scheme.  

 

The cyclic loading was applied to the specimens by way of interstorey drift deflections. The 

loading protocol was a modified version of the protocol put forward by the CUREE, which has 

become the standard for applying simulated earthquake loading to timber structures. The CUREE 

loading scheme was modified to allow for the application of interstorey drifts and the desired 

interstorey drifts were then converted into deflections to be applied to the beam member. The 

loading consisted of six cycles at 0.25% interstorey drift, six at 0.5%, six at 1%, three at 2%, three 
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at 3% and two at 4%. Prior to the application of the cyclic loading, the shear load was manually 

applied to a value equal to the static shear resistance of the specific connector. 

3.4 Experimental Results 

This section discusses the interstorey drift applied to the specimens, and shear force/moment and 

rotation measured during testing. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 summarize these test results for all 

seven tests at three important stages of testing: before the cyclic loading begins, at the highest 

sustained drift of the connection, and at failure. The following sections will discuss each of these 

test results and investigate the failure mechanisms of each test specimen. 

3.4.1 Interstorey Drift 

Figure 3.8 shows a typical plot of interstorey drift over time for one of the connections. The 

remaining plots can be found in Appendix A. The plots terminate at ultimate failure observed for 

each connection.  

 

The three main stages of testing are: 1) before the cyclic loading is applied; 2) at maximum 

“sustained” interstorey drift; and 3) at failure. Figure 3.8 shows these three stages on the plot of 

interstorey drift versus time for the Megant 550x150 test. Note that negative interstorey drift is 

defined as the specimen deflecting in the uplift direction (i.e., opposite gravity loading).  

It should also be noted that the tests were stroke controlled, so there is no change in the plots of 

interstorey drift over time at the moment of failure. This can be seen specifically in Figure 3.8 as 

the Megant 550x150 exhibited an initial failure approaching the 3% interstorey drift load and then 

ultimate failure during the 4% loading. 
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Before the cyclic loading was applied to each specimen, the shear load was increased to the 

maximum allowable shear resistance for the specific connection. During this loading, each 

connection underwent small rotations as noted in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The maximum 

“sustained” interstorey drift is the largest drift that the connection was able to sustain (i.e., for the 

designated number of cycles) without exhibiting failure. Interstorey drift at failure is the drift 

applied when ultimate failure of each connection occurs. 

  

The Megant 310x150 and 550x150 failed approaching a 3% interstorey drift load, Megant 

520x100 approaching 1%, the three Ricon Prototypes and the staggered Ricons approaching 2%. 

All connections failed during uplift loading; therefore, all exhibit negative interstorey drift at 

failure. 

3.4.2 Measured Shear and Moment 

Figure 3.9 is a typical plot of the loading measured for each test. The remaining plots can be 

found in Appendix A. The dashed triangular wave represents the load applied to the test setup by 

the shear ram and simulates gravity loading. The solid black triangular wave represents the load 

applied by the displacement controlled actuator to represent earthquake loading. The thick grey 

triangular wave represents the total shear load experienced by the connection (i.e. the 

mathematical sum of these two loads). The horizontal dashed black line is the allowable shear 

resistance of each respective connection as provided by the manufacturer. The load applied by the 

shear ram and the load from the actuator are opposite to each other in terms of direction on the 

plots (i.e., when one is at a peak, the other is in a valley). This is because the loading directions 

are opposite for these two loads. The steps in the wave loading correspond to increases in applied 

deflection based on interstorey drift and the modified CUREE loading. 
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Theoretically, a constant shear load would be applied on the connection due to live and dead 

loads and then a deformation would be imposed due to the earthquake. However, due to 

interaction between the actuator and the shear ram, the load varies instead of remaining constant. 

Therefore, the goal was to have the average of the total shear load (thick grey wave on plots) 

approximately equal to the connector allowable shear resistance (horizontal dashed line). 

 

The plots terminate at the ultimate failure of each connection. As can be seen, the failure occurred 

after multiple load steps of total shear greater than the maximum static design resistance. For the 

Megant 310x150, 550x150, Ricon Prototype #2 and the staggered Ricons some uplift force was 

observed during testing. This is shown on the plots by the crossing of the shear ram applied load 

and the actuator load.  

 

Additionally, Figure 3.9 shows the deterioration of the load applied to the Megant 550x150 after 

the initial failure until ultimate failure. This is due to screw tear-out reducing the overall load 

carrying capacity of the connection. 

 

The shear at failure is within 3% of the maximum shear experienced by the connection for all the 

tests. When examining the shear at failure and comparing it to the maximum static design shear 

resistance, it can be seen that all connections but the Megant 520x100 sustained a higher load 

than their allowable shear capacity, Table 3.3 (1.5 times on average).  

 

Moments were calculated by multiplying the loads at the actuator and shear ram by their 

respective moment arms (distance to the connection) and then summing. The moment arms were 

determined by measuring the distance from the actuator and the shear ram to the mid-line of the 

connection, and are 48” (1219.2mm) and 18” (457.2mm), respectively.  
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The primary use of the moment values will be when examining moment-rotation behaviour, as 

discussed in Section 3.5. 

3.4.3 Failure Modes 

Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.23 show images of observed failure modes. Additionally, a camera was 

set up to take videos during the testing to allow for visual observation of the deformations at all 

stages of testing. Still images from these videos can be seen in Appendix C. For all tests, the 

uplift screws were subjected to a combination of bending, tension, and shear and showed signs of 

failure due to this combination, Figure 3.10.  

 

All three Ricon Prototype connections experienced ultimate failure of the welded collar bolts 

which can be seen in Figure 3.11. Combined shear and tension fractures were observed with the 

collar bolt at the bottom of the connection appearing to have sustained a symmetrical “cup and 

cone” fracture due to a local reduction of the bolt cross section (necking), Figure 3.11(a). The 

collar bolt at the top of the connection appears to exhibit a steeper, non-symmetrical fracture 

(Figure 3.11(b)). These fracture types suggest that the bottom collar bolt failed mainly in tension, 

and the top collar bolt mainly in shear. A possible explanation for this can be surmised from the 

free-body diagram indicating the forces in the collar bolts as shown in Figure 3.12. Before failure, 

it is expected that each collar bolt carries half the applied shear. Due to the rotation, a force-

couple will be developed in the collar bolts, with tension in the bottom bolt and compression in 

the top. It is expected that the tension would cause the bottom collar bolt to fail first, meaning all 

the shear load would be transferred to the top bolt and lead to its subsequent failure. Bending of 

the bottom of the connection plates due to bearing was also observed and is shown in Figure 3.13. 

The steel of the column connection plate also experienced bending due to tension at the location 
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of the collar bolt, which can be seen in Figure 3.14. This is further evidence that the collar bolt at 

the bottom of the connection (the one on the column plate) experienced tension at failure.  

 

The Megant 310x150 connection experienced a combined tension failure and pullout failure of 

the fully threaded wood screws, as can be seen in Figure 3.15. Approximately 50% of screws 

broke in tension and 50% were torn out of the glulam. Figure 3.16 shows a screw that 

experienced tear out and the head of a screw that failed in tension. All the screw failures were 

observed to have occurred on the beam connection plate. The connection continued to take a 

small amount of load after failure as some screws were not completely pulled-out from the 

glulam beam. Additionally, bending of the aluminum connection plate on the beam was observed 

and can be seen in Figure 3.17. The steel threaded rod also exhibited a small amount of bending 

at the bottom of the connection. 

 

The beam connection plate of the Megant 520x100 underwent significant bending even before the 

cyclic loading started, as seen in Figure 3.18. This bending continued during the cyclic loading, 

Figure 3.19, and eventually this opening between the connection plates led to a bending failure of 

the bottom connection angle through the net section at the holes for the threaded rods, Figure 

3.20. A small amount of bending was additionally observed at the end of the threaded rods. 

 

The Megant 550x150 connection experienced an initial failure (first release of load) on the way to 

first uplift deflection corresponding to a 3% interstorey drift load step. This failure, Figure 3.21, 

was due to partial tear out of the fully threaded wood screws combined with bending of the beam 

connection plate. Ultimate failure occurred on the way to the second uplift peak of the 4% 

interstorey drift load step due to a combined tension failure and pullout failure of fully threaded 

wood screws, as well as continued bending of the beam connection plate, Figure 3.22. The 
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(3.1) 

aluminum connection plate eventually slipped out of the connection angle, eliminating all load 

carrying capacity of the connection. Similar to the Megant 310x150, some screws failed in 

tension, others were torn out of glulam, and all the screw failures occurred on the beam 

connection plate. However, unlike the failure observed for the Megant 310x150, the beam 

connection plate remained fixed to the beam after failure. This is likely due to the fact that there 

are 1.7 times more screws in the Megant 550x150 connection. Additionally, the steel threaded rod 

experienced a small amount of bending. 

 

The Staggered Ricon connections experienced a similar failure to the Ricon Prototypes. Ultimate 

failure was observed at the welded collar bolts due to combined shear and tension fractures. This 

failure for one of the collar bolts is shown in Figure 3.23. Similar to the prototype connectors, 

there is evidence that the collar bolts closer to the bottom of the connection failed in tension, and 

the collar bolts nearer the top in shear. However, due to the larger number of collar bolts (since 

two Ricons were used together), it is harder to identify these differences in failure type. 

3.4.4 Rotation 

Rotation values were calculated using the LP’s measuring displacement at the four corners of the 

beam at the connection. The top two and bottom two were averaged to determine gaps at the top 

and bottom of the beam, and assuming small deflections, the rotation was calculated as: 

𝑅 =  𝑡𝑎𝑛−1(
𝐴𝐵𝐺 − 𝐴𝑇𝐺

𝐻
) 

where R = Rotation (°), ABG = Average Bottom Gap (mm), ATG = Average Top Gap (mm), and 

H = distance between the LP’s at the top and the bottom of the beam (mm).  
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Positive rotation is defined as the bottom of the connection rotating away from the column, and 

the top of the connection rotating towards the column, Figure 3.24. 

 

Figure 3.25 is a typical plot of rotation versus time for one of the tests. The remaining plots can 

be found in Appendix A. The rotations do not vary around 0° because some rotation was incurred 

during the application of the shear load. 

The termination of the plots signifies the ultimate failure of the connection, which for all the 

connections occurred at the maximum rotation observed. This indicates that rotation, in 

combination with shear, was the main contributing factor leading to ultimate failure of the 

connections. As can be seen from the plots, failure always occurred at the maximum positive 

rotation. In the Megant connections the rotation pries the plates apart, causing the bending failure 

of the plates and tension and tear out failures of the screws, which leads to ultimate failure of the 

connection. In the Ricon connections, the rotation causes tension in the collar bolts, which leads 

to ultimate failure occurring when the tension and shear combination causes fracture of the collar 

bolts. 

3.4.5 Moment versus Rotation 

Figure 3.26 is a typical plot of the moment-rotation response for one of the tests. The remaining 

plots can be found in Appendix A. Similar to the plots for rotation versus time, both moment and 

rotation are not centered on zero because some moment and rotation were incurred during the 

shear loading.  

 

The different loops on the plots represent the repetitions of each load step. There are six loops for 

the 0.25% interstorey drift load step because there were 6 repetitions of this load level. The 

different groups of loops on the plot represent the different load steps. The loops farthest to the 
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left of the graphs are the 0.25% interstorey drift load step, and moving to the right are the 0.5%, 

1%, 2% and so on. The jump in between each loop is caused by the connection re-settling at each 

increased load. Failure occurs at the termination of the graph, typically occurring on the jump 

from the highest sustained load step to the one that causes failure.  

 

The enclosed area of the loops represents the energy dissipation capacity of the connections. The 

bigger the area, the more energy the connection can dissipate throughout the cyclic loading. 

Although they failed at a lower interstorey drift and are rated for a lower allowable shear strength, 

the Ricons generally have loops with greater area, and therefore greater energy dissipation in 

comparison to the Megants. 

3.5 Discussion 

The following section will compare the results from the three Ricon Prototype connection tests, 

as well as compare the Ricon Prototype results to those from the Megant tests and the Staggered 

Ricon test. The results will also be compared to previously reported results of smaller timber 

connectors. Additionally, the interstorey drift performance of all the connections will be 

evaluated. 

3.5.1 Repeatability of the Test Set-Up and Procedure 

The repeatability of the test set-up and test procedure can be seen by examining the results for the 

three nominally identical Ricon “Prototype” tests. All three connections observed a highest 

sustained interstorey drift load of 1%. They failed at an average interstorey drift of 1.36%, with a 

standard deviation (SD) of 0.001 and a coefficient of variance (COV) of 11%.  
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The average shear experienced by the connections at their highest sustained drift was 201kN with 

a SD of 7.257 and a COV of 4%. The average shear experienced at failure was 210kN with a SD 

of 10.065 and a COV of 5%. 

 

Figure 3.27 shows the rotation at the three important stages of testing for the Ricon Prototypes. 

This plot indicates that the measured rotations were consistent and the testing provided repeatable 

results for all tests. The average rotation experienced by the connections at their highest sustained 

drift was 1° with a SD of 0.072 and a COV of 7%. The average rotation experienced at failure 

was 1.33° with a SD of 0.062 and a COV of 5%. 

3.5.2 Comparison of Ricon Prototype, Megant and Staggered Ricon Tests 

Moment-rotation envelopes of the maximum and minimum moment and rotation values for each 

load step were created to compare the Ricon Prototype and Megant connections, see Figure 3.28. 

It should be noted that only a single specimen of the Megant and Staggered Ricon connections 

were tested. Therefore, additional testing of these connections is required to provide statistical 

confidence in these results. However, assuming the scatter for the Megant connectors would be 

similar to that observed for the Ricon Prototypes, the results indicate that the Megant 550x150 

can sustain 94% higher rotations and 336% higher moments before failure than the Ricon 

connections. The results are not as clear for the Megant 310x150. Its single test has higher 

rotation and moment than any of the Ricon tests, however, additional testing could potentially 

indicate that these differences are not statistically significant.  

 

The observations for the Megant 520x100 indicate that it under performed in comparison to the 

other two Megants. As indicated in Table 3.3, the Megant 310x150 and 550x150 failed at shears 

that were 130% and 30% greater than their allowable design shear capacity. On the other hand, 
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the Megant 520x100 failed at a shear that was only 90% of its allowable design shear capacity. In 

fact, the Megant 520x100 exhibited large plate bending while the static load was being applied 

(Figure 3.18). The reason for this relatively poor performance is not clear, but could be associated 

with the installation method adopted in this study. As discussed, the connectors were all installed 

so that they were “visible”, allowing damage to be observed, as opposed to the usual “embedded” 

installation (Figure 3.29). Embedded installation means the connectors are installed in a counter-

sunk slot in the end of the beam so that the end of the beam is flush with the face of the column. 

Embedded installation is used in building applications for aesthetics and fire protection. This 

installation would also likely restrict the rotation of the connector due to the increased bearing 

area of the end of the beam against the column face. The Megant 310x150 and 550x150 

connectors, having wider and thicker plates, may be able to resist rotations without the excessive 

deflections seen for the Megant 520x100 even without being installed embedded 

 

The failure mechanisms are also different between the Ricon and Megant connectors. The 

Megants fail in a ductile manner. They experience more deflection and a progressive failure due 

to the screw tear out. The Ricons have a much more brittle and sudden failure mode due to the 

tension and shear failure of the collar bolts occurring instantaneously at the ultimate limit state. 

 

When comparing the Ricon Prototype tests to the Staggered Ricon test, it was found that a single 

prototype connector was able to sustain 94% of the shear sustained by the two Ricon connectors. 

The Ricon Prototypes experienced 33% higher rotation and a 25% higher interstorey drift load 

before failing. Additionally, the Staggered Ricons experienced out of plane rotations due to the 

asymmetry of the connection, leading to a maximum out-of-plane deflection of the beam member 

of 45mm. Both the Ricon Prototypes and the Staggered Ricons experienced a brittle failure of the 

welded collar bolts through combined tension and shear. 
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3.5.3 Previous Testing of Ricon Connectors 

Previous cyclic testing of Ricon S VS 200x60 and 200x80 connectors has been reported 

(MyTiCon Timber Connectors, 2016). The Ricon 200x80 connectors are 130 mm shorter in 

length than the prototype connectors but have the same width. They also incorporate 32 wood 

screws in comparison to the 60 utilized by the prototype connections. 

 

The Ricon 200x80 connectors had an average maximum shear of 65.4kN compared to 209.3kN 

for the prototype Ricon connectors. This makes sense as the Ricon 200x80 is a smaller connector 

and, therefore, would be expected to have a lower shear capacity. On the other hand, the Ricon 

200x80 connectors had a maximum rotation of 2.5°, while the Prototype connectors had a 

maximum rotation of 1.33°. This indicates that the Prototype connectors are stiffer than the 

smaller Ricon 200x80s. Thus, the smaller connections exhibit less strength but greater ductility 

than the Prototype connectors. 

3.5.4 Evaluation of Interstorey Drift Capacities 

The National Building Code of Canada states the largest interstorey deflection at any level should 

be limited to 0.025*HS (HS = Story Height) for regular importance buildings. This corresponds 

to an interstorey drift value of 2.5%. As noted by Devall (2003), the limit of 0.025HS represents 

the state of “near collapse” (equivalent to “extensive damage”), but not collapse. The “extensive 

damage” state is associated with inelastic deformation at or near the capacity of the structural 

system, which corresponds to the level at which deflections are calculated. Figure 3.30 shows an 

adaptation of a table by DeVall (2003), which compares the measured interstorey drift at failure 

to expected overall structural damage. 
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The results show that the Megant 310x150 and 550x150 are capable of sustaining interstorey 

drifts greater than the code maximum of 2.5%. The rest of the connections failed between 0.5% 

and 1.5%, and thus should be considered as moderately ductile. 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter presented the assessment of the shear and rotational capacities of beam-hanger 

connections under cyclic loading. Three tests on Ricon Prototype connections, one test on a 

staggered Ricon S VS connection and three on varying sizes of Megant connections were 

completed. The performance of these connections was discussed and then compared to the 

interstorey drift limits in the National Building Code of Canada and to results of recent studies on 

similar connections. It should be noted that, although repeat tests were completed for the Ricon 

Prototype connectors, only one test was completed for the Staggered Ricons and for each size of 

Megant connection and consequently more testing is required to provide statistical confidence in 

these results. However, this chapter provides the first comparison of the performance of the two 

main categories of pre-engineered beam-hanger connectors under simulated earthquake loading. 

 

To summarize the conclusions of this chapter: 

1. The shear and rotational capacity of the Ricon Prototype connections are consistent 

and exhibit an average shear at failure of 210kN and an average rotation at failure of 

1.33°. The Ricon connections fail in a brittle manner due to a combined tension and 

shear fracture of the collar bolts. 

2. The Megant connections sustain higher shear, moments, and rotations than the Ricon 

Prototype connections. They fail in a ductile manner due to combined tension and 

pull-out failure of the wood screws. However, this ductile failure incorporates too 
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much bending for the long and thin Megant 520x100 which exhibited bending to the 

point of failure. 

3. The Megant 310x150 and 550x150 are the only connections that surpassed the 

NBCC maximum interstorey drift of 2.5%. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of test results for Megant connections 

 
 

Table 3.2: Summary of test results for Ricon connections 

 
 

Max 0.0% 2.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 2.0%
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Table 3.3: Shear performance of connections 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Megant connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 

Megant 310x150 234 102 2.3

Megant 520x100 161 180 0.9
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RICON P#3 217 150 1.4

Staggered RICONs 223 150 1.5
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Figure 3.2: Ricon S VS connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 

 
Figure 3.3: Staggered Ricon S VS connectors (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 
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Figure 3.4: Ricon Prototype connector (courtesy of MyTiCon Timber Connectors) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Specimen Reinforcement 
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Figure 3.6: Drawing of Test Setup  

 

Figure 3.7: Picture of Test Setup 
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Figure 3.8: Typical interstorey drift versus time plot 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Typical load versus time plot 
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Figure 3.10: Ultimate failure of uplift screw during testing of Ricon Prototype #1 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Failure mechanisms for Ricon Prototype #1: (a) collar bolt at the bottom of the 

connection; (b) collar bolt at the top of the connection 

 

a) b) 
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Figure 3.12: Load distribution at failure for Ricon connectors 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Bending of Ricon Prototype #1 due to bearing 
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Figure 3.14: Bending of Ricon Prototype #1 column plate at location of collar bolt 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Combined tension failure and pullout failure of the fully threaded wood screws 

for the Megant 310x150 connection 
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Figure 3.16: Screws from Megant 310x150 that failed in tear out and tension 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Bending of aluminum connection plate from beam for Megant 310x150 
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Figure 3.18: Bending of Megant 520x100 connection plate prior to the earthquake loading 

 

Figure 3.19: Extreme bending of Megant 520x100 connection plate under earthquake 

loading 
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Figure 3.20: Ultimate bending failure of the connection angle for the Megant 520x100 

 

Figure 3.21: Initial failure of Megant 550x150 due to partial tear out of fully threaded wood 

screws and bending of the beam connection plate 
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Figure 3.22: Ultimate failure of Megant 550x150 due to tear out and tension failure of wood 

screws and bending of the beam connection plate 

 

Figure 3.23: Combined tension and shear failure of welded collar bolt for Staggered Ricon 

test 
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Figure 3.24: Definition of positive rotation 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25: Typical rotation versus time plot 
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Figure 3.26: Typical moment versus rotation plot 

 

 

Figure 3.27: Rotation of Ricon Prototype connectors 
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Figure 3.28: Plot of moment vs. rotation envelopes for all connections 
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Figure 3.29: Connection installation alternatives
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Figure 3.30: Evaluation of interstorey drift performance of all connections; Adapted from 

Devall, R. (2003) 
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Chapter 4 

Summary of Conclusions and Future Work 

For this thesis, the main objective was to design a testing frame to allow for the application of 

interstorey drifts to heavy timber connections. This frame design was then followed by an 

experimental program to better understand the performance of two different styles of beam-

hanger connections under this simulated earthquake loading. The connections investigated were 

Ricon and Megant connectors of varying sizes and were used to connect a glulam beam and 

column. Chapter 2 describes the testing parameters, material and fabrication specifications, and 

the structural design of all testing apparatus. Chapter 3 describes the experimental program 

completed and discusses the performance of the connections under shear and rotational loading. 

 

To summarize the key conclusions of this thesis: 

1. A new test set up was designed to allow for the cyclic loading to be applied in a 

vertical orientation as well as to allow for gravity loads to be applied. 

2. The complete structural design of the testing frame was completed and concluded 

with the manufacturing of a steel testing frame with a column section of a W460x128 

with 10mm plates welded between the flanges. 

3. A practice test was completed, and in combination with the measurements of 

movement of the testing frame throughout the first two tests, it was concluded that 

the set up performed as intended. 

4. The shear and rotational capacity of the Ricon Prototype connections are consistent 

and exhibit an average shear at failure of 210kN and an average rotation at failure of 

1.33°. The Ricon connections fail in a brittle manner due to a combined tension and 

shear fracture of the collar bolts. 
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5. The Megant connections can sustain higher shear, moments, and rotations than the 

Ricon Prototype connections. They fail in a ductile manner due to combined tension 

and pull-out failure of the wood screws. 

6. The Megant 310x150 and 550x150 are the only connections that surpassed the 

NBCC maximum interstorey drift of 2.5%. 

4.1 Future Work 

After the completion of the practice test, certain potential improvements to the testing frame were 

identified. Future work should focus on improving the testing frame by implementing the 

following methods to simplify the test set up and increase reliability in the results. 

 

Combining the large HSS sections and the baseplate of the steel column into a single base would 

simplify the installation of testing frame. Additionally, the anchor bolts through both the 

baseplate and these HSS members should be re-tightened in between every test to attempt to limit 

the rotation of the test set up even more. During the testing, a steel compression plate was 

inserted in between the glulam beam and the shear ram to assist with distributing the load to 

avoid crushing of the timber. This plate should be fastened to the beam to avoid it falling out 

during the failure of the connection. Lastly, the method of securing the timber column in the 

horizontal direction could be improved to allow for a simpler installation. The HSS members in 

combination with threaded rods performed their required duty, but some investigation into an 

easier alternative could be useful.  

 

A more significant improvement to the test set up would be the ability to include a second testing 

frame to allow for the shear loads to be applied in the downward direction. This would be 

beneficial as they are intended to simulate gravity loads and would additionally simplify the 
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installation of the connectors. Specifically, the Ricon connectors are only able to support vertical 

loading in one direction and as a result needed to be supported during the test set up until the 

shear ram was brought in to contact with the beam. If the shear load could be applied down then 

the connections could have been installed right side up which would eliminate this complication 

during set up. 

 

Additional future work should be focused on pursuing increased test repetitions for both the 

Ricon Prototype connections and the Megant connections to confirm their performance. It was 

noted that the Megant 520x100 drastically under performed in comparison to the other two 

Megant connections. This could be due to the fact that the field installation of this connection, 

and all the others, is usually embedded. This embedment would change the way the rotations are 

incurred by the connection, and potentially change the results. Therefore, for any future testing, 

the connections could be installed embedded to determine what effect this has on the rotational 

strengths.  
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Appendix A 

Additional Plots 

 

Figure A1: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - Megant 310x150 

  

Figure A2: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - Megant 520x100 

  

Figure A3: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - RICON P#1 
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Figure A4: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - RICON P#2 

 

Figure A5: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - RICON P#3 

 

Figure A6: Interstorey Drift vs. Time - Staggered RICON 
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Figure A7: Load vs. Time - Megant 310x150 

 

Figure A8: Load vs. Time - Megant 520x100 
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Figure A9: Load vs. Time - RICON P#1 

 

Figure A10: Load vs. Time - RICON P#2 
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Figure A11: Load vs. Time - RICON P#3 

 

Figure A12: Load vs. Time - Staggered RICON 
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Figure A13: Rotation vs. Time - Megant 520x100 

 

Figure A14: Rotation vs. Time - Megant 550x150 

  

Figure A15: Rotation vs. Time - RICON P#1 
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Figure A16: Rotation vs. Time - RICON P#2 

 

Figure A17: Rotation vs. Time - RICON P#3 

 

Figure A18: Rotation vs. Time - Staggered RICONs 
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Figure A19: Moment vs. Rotation - Megant 310x150 

 

 

Figure A20: Moment vs. Rotation - Megant 520x100 
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Figure A21: Moment vs. Rotation - Megant 550x150 

 

 

Figure A22: Moment vs. Rotation - RICON P#2 
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Figure A23: Moment vs. Rotation - RICON P#3 

 

 

Figure A24: Moment vs. Rotation - Staggered RICON 
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Appendix B 

Test Setup Manual 

This appendix provides a step by step guide of the test setup that was undertaken for this research.  

 

1. Install testing frame into floor anchors at desired length from actuator and torque 

bolts down 

a. Torque to a force of 170kN in anchor bolts (elongation of 0.39mm). 

2. Install swivel onto head of actuator 

3. Install connection plates into beam and column members 

a. Follow manufacturer installation instructions 

b. Be careful to ensure connections will be centered properly on both beam and 

column 

4. Install compression reinforcing screws into beam member at location where shear 

load will be applied 

5. Install splitting reinforcing screws if necessary 

a. If splitting screws are required, be careful about hitting already installed 

connection screws 

b. Ideally connection screws can be slightly inclined away from where the 

splitting reinforcing is going to go 

6. Insert timber column into steel support column 

a. Make sure that connection is oriented properly 

7. Use crane to lift up beam and slip it into swivel 

a. Again ensure that the connection is oriented in the correct way 

8. Once beam is almost in contact with the column, use controller to lift to correct 

height to attach connection plates 

9. Once connection sitting properly, take note of starting height of controller 

10. Use threaded rods and HSS members to secure timber column to steel column. 

11. Install 45° uplift screws into beam and column 

a. Designed to be half in beam and half in column 

12. Install CLT plank above top of connection (under beam due to upside down set up) 

a. Screwed to timber beam so that it is directly in contact with timber column 

13. Slide shear load ram into place under beam 

a. Ensure it lines up with compression reinforcement screws 

14. Place steel compression plate above where shear load will be applied and attach to 

timber beam so it can’t slide out during testing 

15. Place all measuring devices and take their starting measurements  

16. Set up desired cameras 

17. Zero measuring devices on data acquisition system 

18. Run test! 
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Appendix C 

Load Step Pictures 

This appendix provides still images from videos taken during the testing.  

After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

First Earthquake Peak (0.25% Interstory Drift) 

 
First Peak of 0.5% Interstory Drift 

 

First Peak of 1% Interstory Drift 
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First Peak of 2% Interstory Drift 

 

First Peak of 3% Interstory Drift 

 
Failure (Second peak of 3% Interstory Drift) 

 

First Peak of 4% Interstory Drift (Post Failure) 

 
Figure C1: Load Steps – Megant 310x150 
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After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

Failure (First peak of 1% Interstory Drift) 

 
Figure C2: Before and After Cyclic Loading - Megant 520x100 

After Shear Loading but 
Before Earthquake 

 

Initial Failure (First uplift 
peak of 3% Interstory Drift) 

 

Ultimate Failure (Second uplift 
peak of 4% Interstory Drift) 

 
Figure C3: Before and After Cyclic Loading - Megant 550x150 
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After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

First Earthquake Peak (0.25% Interstory Drift) 

 
First Peak of 0.5% Interstory Drift 

 

First Peak of 1% Interstory Drift 
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Failure at First Peak of 2% Interstory Drift 

 
Figure C4: Load Steps - Ricon Prototype #3 

After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

Failure (First peak of 2% Interstory Drift) 

 
Figure C5: Before and After Cyclic Loading - Ricon Prototype #1 
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After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

Failure (First uplift peak of 2% Interstory Drift) 

 
Figure C 6: Before and After Cyclic Loading - Ricon Prototype #2 

After Shear Loading but Before Earthquake 

 

Failure (First uplift peak of 2% Interstory Drift) 

 
Figure C7: Before and After Cyclic Loading - Staggered Ricons 


